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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a semantic-based multi-agent framework to support development of vehicular social network applications. In the programming model of the framework, software platforms of vehicular social network systems can be developed by the collaboration of mobile agents and service (or resident) agents, where resident agents provide application services on devices and mobile agents provide communication services on behalf of owner applications. On top of the device infrastructure, the architecture of the proposed framework consists of three layers: framework service layer, software agent layer and application layer, to fully support dynamic and collaborative tasks of vehicular social networks. The multi-layer architecture design of the framework fully supports self-adaptive applications in vehicular social network environments, and is readily extensible to support new features. Developers can easily and effectively develop diverse applications for the vehicular social networks.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS - Distributed Systems: Distributed applications.

General Terms:

1. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a special form of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which enable communications among nearby vehicles, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), and between vehicles and nearby roadside infrastructure, i.e., vehicle-to-roadside (V2R). Every day, a large number of people in areas of dense population spend hours travelling along the same routes at the same time on their commute to/from work. Their travel patterns are highly predictable and regular.
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Consequently, there is an opportunity to form periodic virtual mobile communication networks between these travelers or their vehicles, which can be referred to as vehicular social networks [1]. Furthermore, research has shown that knowledge of nodes’ social interactions can help improve the performance of mobile systems [2, 3], thus applications of vehicular social networks include many fields. There are three general types of applications over vehicular social networks: (a) Safety improvements, such as applications that improve the safety of the passengers on the roads by notifying the occupants of vehicles about any dangerous situation in their neighborhood [4, 5, 6]; (b) Traffic management, applications that provide users who join the vehicular social network with traffic information enabling them to improve the traffic efficiency and driving behavior [7]; (c) Entertainment, applications that enable the drivers and passengers to share multimedia files in the vehicular social network [8].

Because of the high speed of vehicles’ movements, the topology of a VANET is highly dynamic, and connectivity status of the VANET could also change frequently, which results in dynamically changing environments and dynamic service requirements of vehicular social networks. Thus, it is a challenge to make the applications in vehicular social networks more conscious of the dynamically changing environments. Meanwhile, wireless links in a VANET tend to be unreliable and have short lifetimes; consequently it is challenging to provide desirable vehicular social network applications to users (i.e., drivers and passengers), as well as efficient multimedia transmission techniques tailored for the context of vehicular networks.

A software agent can be seen as a composition of software and data, which is able to work autonomously. It can also transport its state from one environment to another with its data intact, and be capable of performing appropriately in the new environment. When an agent decides to move, it can save its current state, transfer this saved state to a new host, e.g., a mobile device, and then recover from the saved state [9]. Mobile agents are software agents that act on behalf of their creators and move independently among hosts [10]. After being dispatched, a mobile agent becomes independent of the process that created it and can operate asynchronously, reacting dynamically and autonomously to environmental changes, and requiring little interaction with users. Furthermore, mobile agents have the capability to coordinate among themselves, resulting in collaborating services and resources among the devices, e.g., in a vehicular social network. Consequently, mobile software agents are very suitable to execute applications for vehicular social networks.

Dynamism is an intrinsic feature of VANETs. Traditional approaches require the mobile agent to know the availability and
every detail of the services in advance. This usually limits the flexibility of applications based on a service-oriented architecture, particularly in such a dynamic environment. The Semantic Web was first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee as an evolutionary extension of the World Wide Web, in which a well-defined meaning of Web content is provided through semantic markup, making it more machine interpretable [11]. Through W3C led initiative, the Semantic Web touts technologies like Resource Description Framework (RDF) [12], Web Ontology Language (OWL) [13] and Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [14] as knowledge representation formalisms for the semantic markup. These semantic based technologies have been experiencing intensified interest in the Internet, such as Web 2.0 and Web 3.0, and in different application domains such as matchmaking in Web services [15], classification of genes in bioinformatics [16], multimedia annotation [17], and travelling planning [18]. However, to the best of our knowledge, few researchers have investigated the possibility of and challenges of their applications in a vehicular social network.

There is a broad range of infrastructure that can support vehicular social networks [19, 20]. For example, drivers or passengers may carry smart phones with various forms of wireless communication capabilities (e.g., 3G cellular, WiFi, WiMAX), or vehicles may be equipped with embedded computing systems, which support V2V and V2R communications, with deployed roadside infrastructures in the latter case, using Dedicated Short Range Radio (DSRC) communications. In order to develop a vehicular social network system, we should first develop a VANET connecting the hardware devices onboard vehicles, and determine its specifications. The second step is to develop a software platform on which to develop and install different applications that work in the vehicular social network. In this paper, we only consider the software development for vehicular social networks. We consider the following three main goals for developing a software platform for vehicular social networks: to support high-level application programming, to provide a systematic approach and model of vehicular social network applications, and to support easy and effective application development for vehicular social networks.

In this paper, we propose S-Aframe, a semantic-based multi-agent framework for vehicular social networks. It is based on a multi-layer architecture built on existing operating systems, and implemented using Java and AmbientTalk [21]. S-Aframe supports easy and effective application development for vehicular social networks. It supports applications that are self-adaptive in a dynamically changing environment, dynamic application services, resources deployment, and communications among agents in a coordinated manner. Application programmers can easily develop their application services by extending S-Aframe’s services.

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the programming model, architecture and services of S-Aframe. Section 3 analyzes the challenges of developing vehicular social network applications, and describes how they are met with S-Aframe. Section 4 shows an application example of vehicular social networking based on S-Aframe. Section 5 provides comparisons and evaluation of S-Aframe against other projects. The paper ends with conclusions and prospects in Section 6.

2. OVERVIEW OF S-AFRAME

2.1 Programming Model of S-Aframe

The programming model of S-Aframe is shown in Figure 1. Each node contains the framework services, which are the generic services of S-Aframe. Meanwhile, S-Aframe provides a series of Java application program interfaces (APIs). Based on these Java APIs, programmers can use Java to develop resident agents, mobile agents, owner applications and specific application services according to different application scenarios of vehicular social networks. Table 1 shows the Java APIs of S-Aframe.

In general, the architecture of conventional agent systems depends on specific applications. In those systems, mobile agents need to contain all the relevant codes when they want to accomplish some tasks, although some of the codes may never been used. It will raise network overhead when mobile agents transfer such data. On the other hand, programmers have to develop a new mobile agent completely when implementing a new application of vehicular social network; even both the new application and former applications are closely related and use similar application services. In this case, programmers have to spend much time developing different applications for vehicular social networks, resulting in low developing efficiency. Thus, in S-Aframe, we use resident agents to provide all the application services to mobile agents.

![Figure 1. Programming model of S-Aframe](image)

Mobile agents can automatically migrate around vehicular social networks with their state and execution results. They can dynamically use different application services provided by resident agents on local nodes to accomplish specific application tasks. Mobile agents are created by applications. An application, as the owner of a mobile agent, can send the mobile agent to travel in an underlying VANET and retrieve it back to the application’s node.

2.2 Architecture of S-Aframe

The S-Aframe architecture has four layers: Framework Services Layer, Resident Agent Layer, Mobile Agent Layer and Application Layer. The architecture is shown in Figure 2.  

![Figure 2. Architecture of S-Aframe](image)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Java APIs</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public String executeService();</td>
<td>Execute application services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public void getApplicationSpecificMobileAgent(String key, String type);</td>
<td>Initialization of mobile agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void setAppName(String appName);</td>
<td>Configure the ID name of mobile agents’ owner application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void setOwner(String name);</td>
<td>Configure the ID name of the node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void execute();</td>
<td>Executing mobile agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void transitToNextNode (boolean clean, boolean takenAway);</td>
<td>Migrating to next node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void setTransitionSet(ArrayList&lt;String&gt; set);</td>
<td>Configuration of the subset of migration nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void setTransitionMode(String mode, Sequential);</td>
<td>Configuration of migration mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public String getResidenceAgentName();</td>
<td>Getting ID name of local node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public String getCurrentTime();</td>
<td>Getting current time of local node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public HashMap&lt;Object, Object&gt; getAgentList();</td>
<td>Classify the nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void sendBinData(String targetID, File sourceFile);</td>
<td>Transmission of common files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void sendBinDataIndirect(String targetID, File sourceFile);</td>
<td>Transmission of large files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Framework service layer

At the bottom of the framework, the framework service layer provides the core functions and generic services to the upper layer, so as to help applications of vehicular social networks self-adapt to dynamically changing environments, such as adapting to dynamic network topology as well as dynamic application services requirements of the users in the vehicles. The framework services are only accessed by the resident agent layer but not by other layers. The resident agent layer can invoke any services from this layer, and then provide them to mobile agents. More details about the services in this layer will be given in Section 2.3.

B. Resident agent layer

Resident agents provide all the local application services to visiting mobile agents. A resident agent can be automatically deployed to a new mobile node when it is joining the underlying vehicular network. Once a resident agent is deployed onto a mobile node, it will stay there to provide application services. Mobile agents can directly use all the services which the resident agents provide. Application services provided by the resident agent layer can be built on the services provided by the framework services layer. Framework services only implement basic and generic functions and services for applications. Application developers of S-Aframe can develop new application services and deploy them to this layer. Thus the services provided by this layer contain two parts: services directly provided by the framework services layer and specific application services developed by application developers.

C. Mobile agent layer

Mobile agents run on top of resident agents and are used to execute different application services provided by resident agents. They do not contain different application services in their code. All the services which a mobile agent needs to use come from resident agent layer, such as the services for specific application, communication, and migration, etc. It just contains some basic information, such as its migration strategy, processing strategy of executing results, as well as computation and communication results. Meanwhile, mobile agents are also used to transfer necessary resources or application services to some mobile devices when they do not contain such resources or services.

D. Application layer

Applications are owners of mobile agents. An application provides the user interface to its users who use mobile devices in their vehicles. Using the user interface, the user can select and release a mobile agent to execute a specific application of the vehicular social networks, or release multiple mobile agents to accomplish different applications simultaneously. S-Aframe supports multiple agents with multiple application owners working at the same time.

2.3 Services of S-Aframe

As mentioned in the previous section, the framework service layer contains all the generic services (framework services) of the S-Aframe framework. The following are more detailed descriptions about the services in this layer.

-ID name service: When there are multiple agents and multiple applications working at the same time in a vehicular social network system, naming collision will happen. In this situation, a unique ID name of each mobile node is very important. Using this service, once the resident agent is initialized in a mobile device in the vehicle, it will generate a universally unique identifier (UUID) as ID name to each mobile device. Upper layers can read this information but not configure it. Meanwhile, in S-Aframe, according to some parameters, such as the strength of connections among the users, their common behaviors in social interests as well as the frequency of recurring encounters, the nodes in the
local vehicular social network system will be classified to
different groups by using semantic technique.

-Data fetching and storage service: In order to reduce network
overhead and improve application efficiency in the vehicular
social network systems, S-Aframe divides data into two types:
shared and non-shared. The shared data only contains the local ID
name and available services of local device; resident agents will
share this information to the vehicular social network system. On
the other hand, non-shared data contains code of agents, specific
application services, existing data in local devices and executing
result of mobile agents, etc. Meanwhile, when programmers
develop mobile agents, they can decide whether mobile agents
should store the executing result in local devices, and what data
mobile agents need to carry away to the next migrating devices.

-Network status service: This service makes use of the network
information provided by AmbientTalk. In AmbientTalk, every
node can listen to the whole local network to determine how many
nodes are currently available in the local vehicular social network
system. Also, resident agents can share all the IDs of currently
connected nodes, as well as available services of local devices. By
using this service, the framework service layer can inform the
upper layer of the latest status of the vehicular social network
system, such as the ID names list and available services list. Then
agents can adapt to the dynamically changing environment.
Meanwhile, users of vehicular social network systems can access
the current available services from user interfaces based on this
service.

-Migration service: It provides the basic migrating environment to
the upper layer. Resident agents directly invoke this service and
provide it to mobile agents. Using this service, mobile agents can
migrate around the nodes in a vehicular social network. In S-
Aframe, we provide three migration strategies for application
developers to develop mobile agents: (i) migrating among all the
mobile nodes in the local vehicular social network; (ii) migrating
among some of the mobile nodes. For example, a mobile agent
only migrates around some nodes of a defined group in the local
vehicular social network; (iii) only migrating to a defined mobile
node. Consequently, based on the latest ID name list and available
services list from S-Aframe, developers can flexibly select a
migration strategy when they are developing mobile agents to
accomplish some specific applications. Combined with semantic
technique, mobile agents can also choose dynamically an efficient
migration sequence according to heterogeneous situations.

-Time service: In some situations, like a roadway, when a user
(e.g., passenger and driver) wants to join the local vehicular social
network system and start some applications in a defined period,
temporal information is very important. Therefore, using the time
service, the vehicular social network system can automatically
release mobile agents to execute any applications that the system
may provide at the scheduled time. Moreover, when a mobile
agent is migrating to another device, it can get the current local
time by invoking this service through the resident agent. On the
other hand, we can test the time efficiency of each application in a
vehicular social network by invoking this service.

-Deployment service: Since the network topology of a vehicular
network is dynamic and frequently changes, every mobile node
can join and leave the network anytime and anywhere. Using this
service, S-Aframe can dynamically and automatically deploy the
core functions and services to a new mobile node when it joins the
local vehicular social network. At the same time, if a mobile
device in the underlying vehicular network does not have the
necessary resources or services, mobile agents can also
automatically transfer the necessary resources or services between
mobile nodes by using this service through the local resident
agents.

-Dynamic invocation service: In a vehicular social network system,
diverse users usually have different services requirements, and the
service requirements may change during the mobile agents’
runtime. Meanwhile, because the dynamism of VANETs, it is
possible that the changing identities of the users in the local
vehicular social network system result in new services
requirements. In S-Aframe, we incorporate semantic techniques in
this service, so as to support mobile agents dynamically and
intelligence invoke different application services in different
mobile nodes according to practical scenarios, such as users’
identities and interests.

-Multimedia transmission service: Due to the large data stream of
multimedia (e.g., video and audio), as well as unstable links with
short lifetime of a vehicular network, an efficient transmission
strategy for multimedia transmission is very important in a
vehicular social network system. Thus, S-Aframe combines with
multipath transmission techniques and provides flexible
transmission strategies in this service. Based on this service,
mobile agents can automatically and dynamically choose
appropriate strategies when the users want to transfer (or share)
multimedia in the vehicular social network systems.

3. CHALLENGES/IMPLEMENTATION

S-Aframe is designed to satisfy the unique challenges of vehicular
social networks, such as supporting applications self-adaptation in
dynamically changing VANET environment, providing desirable
services to users of vehicular social network systems, as well as
providing efficient multimedia transmission techniques. S-Aframe
works as a software platform of vehicular social network systems
on which to deploy diverse applications. Furthermore, S-Aframe
aims to provide a systematic development approach and
programming model to developers, so as to enable them to
effectively develop applications for vehicular social network
systems. In this section we will first present and analyze the
design challenges of vehicular social network systems, and then
describe how to implement S-Aframe so as to address these
challenges.

3.1 Dynamic Changing Environment

VANET environments are characterized by their high dynamism.
The set of vehicles present in such an environment is constantly
changing, and consequently, the set of application services offered
by the devices in vehicles are varying as well [4, 22]. Therefore, it
is a challenge to let applications of vehicular social network
systems self-adapt to a dynamically changing environment. In S-
Aframe, we mainly consider two situations when mobile agents
are executing the applications while the environment of vehicular
social network systems changes:

- Mobile nodes get disconnected when mobile agents are
migrating around the local vehicular social network systems.
- New mobile nodes join the local vehicular social network
systems when mobile agents are executing applications.

In S-Aframe, the framework service layer can provide the latest
status of the vehicular social network system to the resident layer.
At the same time, there are two agent cooperation mechanisms in
S-Aframe: cooperation among resident agents and cooperation
between resident agents and mobile agents. By the cooperation
among resident agents, they can provide the latest network status to mobile agents. With the cooperation between resident agents and mobile agents, mobile agents become more flexible since resident agents provide sufficient application services from local nodes to support mobile agents’ application tasks. Thus, by invoking the network status service of S-Aframe, developers can get the latest ID name list and the latest available services list. Based on these lists and migration service, developers can flexibly select a migration strategy, define a migration list and get a primary identification of service requirements when they are developing mobile agents to implement applications of vehicular social networks.

Therefore, for the first situation, there are two main issues: (a) which mobile agents are migrating to a mobile node that gets disconnected and (b) which mobile agents are currently visiting a mobile node that gets disconnected. In S-Aframe, a mobile agent can obtain the latest ID names list of the currently connected nodes from the resident agent when it migrates to a new node. We also use the strategy that a mobile agent can store the list of the nodes which it has visited before. Thus, the mobile agent can compare the mobile agent’s migration list, latest ID names list and history list every time when it is migrating to a new node, to decide the next migrating target automatically. Meanwhile, because the migration time of a mobile agent from one node to another is very short, the probability that the next visiting target node will get disconnected during a mobile agent’s migration is low. Moreover, if a node which a mobile agent is currently visiting gets disconnected, we use the strategy that mobile agent’s owner application will wait for some pre-assigned time, which is decided by the developer. When the time runs out, the owner application can automatically release a new mobile agent. Consequently, in S-Aframe, mobile agents can self-adapt when nodes get disconnected as they are executing applications in a vehicular social network system.

On the other hand, connectivity situations will change and new services requirements will arise when new nodes join the vehicular social network system. As mentioned above, mobile agents can get the latest connectivity status when they migrate to a new node and automatically decide the destinations. Therefore it will not impact mobile agents’ migration when new nodes join the vehicular social network systems and the connectivity situations change. The main issue for the second situation is the varying services requirements. We first assume that all the nodes have the initial executing environment of S-Aframe when they join the vehicular social network system. Since S-Aframe provides the deployment service, we use the strategy that when a new node joins the vehicular social network system, it will automatically send a request to other nodes by using AmbientTalk [8]. Once an existing node of the system gets the message, it can automatically deploy the framework service and the resident agent to the new node. After that, as previously mentioned, based on the framework service, the new node can get the latest status of vehicular social network system, such as the latest ID name list of the users and latest available services list. Therefore, based on these services, when mobile agents are migrating to a new node which just joined the vehicular social network system, and that node does not contain the necessary services or resource for mobile agents’ task, mobile agents can automatically transfer the services and resources to it from other nodes through the local resident agent, and thus help resident agents extend application services. Meanwhile, a user of new node can release a mobile agent to collect the necessary services and resources. Moreover, in S-Aframe, mobile agents can also share their messages through resident agents when they are cooperating to perform a task, so as to finish the task faster.

3.2 Semantic Technique in S-Aframe

Dynamically changing environment and topology are intrinsic features of a vehicular social network. Therefore, the ability to be adaptive is critical for its performance and flexibility. We introduce semantics and semantic web technologies into vehicular social networks and explore the integration of semantics and services. By introducing semantics into such networks, we try to determine the meaning of various data and information, support corporations between mobile agents in vehicular social networks, and then help mobile agents automatically discover which services are available and learn what they should do in such dynamic environments. We propose semantic services using semantic techniques as the services part of the S-Aframe. We design and define an ontology for describing services, which we call a service ontology and then we propose a system architecture for applications using the service ontology.

A. The service ontology

What is the name of a service? What is the service about? Where does the service come from? And what can the service do? These are the questions naturally arising from end-users who want to make use of a service. We first define a general service ontology to address the above questions and then use it as a standard to follow when defining a service instance.

A service identity is a unique name or Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for the service. We define the class Service and specify a service identity as an instance of the class. We also define the class Operation to represent the set of different operations including Input and Output.

Basic properties for the service ontology include:

1. hasName, this property describes the service name of a service. The domain of this property is the class SERVICE and its range is a string value.
2. hasDescription, the value of this property is a string that specifies any description of a service. This property is optional.
3. hasProvider, the property specifies the creator of a service and the value is a string.
4. hasOperation, this property specifies service operations. The value of this property is an instance of the Operation class. The service operation instance must have a value for the hasInput property and the value must be an instance of the Operation class. This Parameter instance has a value for the hasObjType property which resolves to the Input class.

B. The system architecture of semantic service

The system architecture of the semantic services based approach is shown in Figure 3. Mobile agents access semantic services through the API/query transformation component and the API/RDF transformation component. The service interface definition must be an instance of the service ontology. Note that, except for the query and the output, all the other communications in the diagram are in RDF graphs or OWL files.
A mobile agent can perform two kinds of queries for a semantic service. First, it gets the input parameters if any. A mobile agent submits a query through some Java API which is then transformed to a form in some semantic representation language, for example, SPARQL. The transformed query includes one or more service attributes: service identity, service name, service description. The system searches the service interface definition. If its inference engine finds one or more services, it resolves the value of its hasOperation property to the Input class and returns the class to the mobile agent. Most existing ontology reasoners such as Pellet, Racer, KAON2, and OOjDrew can be adapted and integrated into this architecture. Second, it gets the output. A mobile agent configures an instance of the Input class and constructs and submits a query. The system then performs reasoning on the knowledge base and returns an instance or instances of the Output class as the outcome.

![Figure 3. System Architecture of Semantic Services](image)

### 3.3 Multimedia Transmission Strategy

The amount of multimedia service in mobile market is growing quickly in recent years. It is a big challenge for S-Aframe to provide efficient, stable transmission service to multimedia application with quality-of-service (QoS) assurance in highly dynamic vehicular social network. Thus, two multipath methods will be introduced in this section which can be seen as two approaches to implement the multimedia transmission service. We will also discuss the upcoming issues when introducing those methods in vehicular social networks.

The first class of multipath transmission method is called peer-to-peer (P2P)-like transmission. In this approach, a subset or all of mobile devices receive data from base station and share the portion they get with other mobile devices in vehicular social network. Thus, each of them can receive a portion of video and sends their own portion to others [23, 24]. By this way, each user does not need to download all video data so that it can decrease the traffic in the wireless network and aggregate the bandwidth of all P2P nodes. Usually, it needs a control node in such a cooperative community so that this control node can allocate the download mission for each P2P nodes and manage the join and leave event in this P2P network. However, different from the control node in traditional P2P network, which is usually a server with a public IP, the control node in vehicular social network must be deployed in ordinary mobile node because of highly dynamic topology. In addition, once this control node leaves the vehicular social network, the control function must be transferred to other available node immediately (precisely, normal P2P nodes will periodically communicate with the control node; thus, if we can migrate the control function to other nodes and notify the new control node’s ID to others within this period, there is little harm on the whole P2P network. This time varies from several seconds to several minutes, depending on the implementation).

Therefore, how to use current service to setup and maintain such a control function is a key challenge for using P2P-like multimedia transmission scheme in vehicular social network. One possible solution is to use the migration service to setup the control function. For example, when the mobile user wants to see a movie online, the S-Aframe first sends a request message to control node asking whether there is any existing P2P network containing such a movie. Once it gets the reply from the control node, it will join this P2P network. In addition, the control node will also re-assign the download mission among related nodes who request the same video. On the other hand, once one P2P node fails to connect to the control node, while it can still detect other nodes (means that it is still in the network), this node will send a P2P control node searching message to other P2P node and this message will be transmitted one by one using migration service. Specifically, each mobile node will add information of its capability (such as signal strength, computing ability) and ID to this message and transmit it to the next available P2P node which can be determined by checking the left nodes on the local ID list. Once the last node receives this message, it will choose a best node that has biggest capability, and transmit a control request message to it. Therefore, using migration service, we can achieve the P2P control function reassignment once the original control node leaves the network. However, the performances of such scheme still need to be tested in the real network.

The second class of multipath transmission method is called pure relay. In this approach, intermediate mobile device acts as pure relay node to destination mobile device [25, 26]. For example, in one vehicular social network, mobile device A sends a video to mobile device B. Mobile device A can setup a temporal relay relationship including intermediate mobile devices C and D who can receive and forward video data to B. Those mobile devices do not need to exchange different portion of video data as they do in P2P-like transmission approach. The key technical issues in this approach include how to find the relay node, what is the principle of assigning the packet delivery mission to each relay node, and what are the motivations for other mobile device to relay packet for others although they are located in one vehicular social network. Another way to consider this relay reassignment issues is to consider relay as a function and can be transferred to other nodes using migration service. This scheme is very similar to what we do for P2P control node migration. However, the migration duration in this case is stricter than it in P2P-like transmission because of potential high packet loss rate.

Obviously, P2P-like transmission and pure relay transmission complement with each other. P2P-like transmission aims to improve the performance of multimedia service from public server to vehicular social network. On the other hand, pure relay transmission is targeted to enhance the multimedia QoS between different nodes within vehicular social network. Therefore, these two schemes can be combined together to achieve the maximum performance gain.

### 4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

With the development of mobile social network techniques, more forms of such technology are used in VANETs. For example, Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC) had proposed a private social network system for Toyota customers and their cars named ‘Toyota Friend’ which works in vehicular network environment [27]. As discussed above, S-Aframe is designed to address the
unique challenges of vehicular social networks, such as the cooperation between agents in VANETs to improve the efficiency of performing various tasks. Especially due to the high dynamism of VANETs, the time efficiency is very important. Also, we can imagine that in a local social network, one major requirement is a common picture about the positions of the people, as well as some relative information of them. Therefore, we designed and developed a demonstration application of vehicular social network with S-Aframe about searching friends.

For this application, we first developed a resident agent to provide device position service, thus we developed a position service in the resident agent to provide the position service to the visiting mobile agent. Second, we developed the mobile agent and its owner application for this application. The mobile agent's task is to automatically collect the names (or identities), positions and the local time of each mobile device in the underlying VANET by visiting each of them one by one. The application creates and sends the mobile agent to execute the task in the underlying VANET and display the devices’ positions and some related information on the Google Map. Figure 4 shows a portion of the resident agent program. Figure 5 shows a portion of the mobile agent program. Figure 6 shows a portion of the owner application.

Figure 4. Portion of the resident agent

```java
1: public transitionService (target, owner, appName, Type, executedList, takenAway, mode)
2: 1 //1 targetName; 2 owner ID; 3 appName; 4 mobileAgentType; 5 mobile agent history;
3: 1 //it taken away data; 7 migration strategy;
4: 1 public HashMap <Object, Object> getAgentList();
5: 1 return the hashmap contains the IDs of all nodes in vehicular networks
6: 1 public class NameAndTimeService implements IApplicationService
7: 1 //get name(or identity) and local time
8: 1 public String executeService() {
9: 1 return "application service about get time and name";
10: 1 def mobileAgentGetNameAndTimeService => /aframe generalizeMobileAgent.new();
11: 1 mobileAgentGetNameAndTimeService.getApplicationSpecificMobileAgent
12: 1 ("nameAndTimeService");
13: 1 application.addMobileAgent
14: 1 ("nameAndTimeService", mobileAgentGetNameAndTimeService);
15: 1 // invokes the application services and provides to mobile agent
16: 1 }
17: 1 }
```

Figure 5. Portion of the mobile agent

For this application, we first developed a resident agent to provide all the necessary application services at a local node to a visiting mobile agent. In order to help the visiting mobile agent dynamically and self-adaptively migrate around the underlying vehicular network, the resident agent provides the migration service and the network status service. These two services can be directly invoked from S-Aframe’s framework service layer. Also, in a vehicular social network scenario, the identities of users and timestamps of them when they participate in the systems are also very important. Thus, the resident agent also invokes two other framework services: ID names service and current time service. By using these two services, the resident agent provides the name or identity of the local node to the visiting mobile agent, as well as the time stamp when the owner of the device or node is found. On the other hand, because the framework service layer does not
5. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

Recently there is an increasing trend towards mobile social networks, and several types of applications and systems have been proposed for vehicular social networks, thus in this part we compare with some other techniques which can be used for vehicular social networks. MobiSN is a semantic based framework for mobile ad-hoc social network [28]. It is implemented in Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME), and supports users using their mobile devices to form mobile ad-hoc social networks, which are self-configuring. Meanwhile, MobiSN provides core implemented core functions and services for a mobile ad-hoc social network, such as the profile generating, friend matchmaking etc. However, due to the high dynamism of the vehicular social networks, it is hard to track down every possible scenario in advance, while MobiSN does not provide the extensibility support to developers, thus it is difficult for it to provide sufficient applications and services to users of vehicular social network systems.

RoadSpeak is a framework for vehicular social networks, which allows users to automatically join voice chat groups along their roadways [1]. Different from traditional social networks, RoadSpeak also considers the time and location besides the interests of users in the users’ definition when their groups are formed. Meanwhile, RoadSpeak partial supports extensibility. It provides some Java APIs to application developers, based on which developers can extend RoadSpeak clients to provide enhanced functionality. Nevertheless, applications of RoadSpeak rely on a server of this system. In a VANET environment, it is difficult to provide a stable server among the vehicles all the time. Also, RoadSpeak just provides voice chat service, but does not provide other services; thus it can hardly fulfill the diverse service requirements of users in the vehicular social network systems.

The basic idea of the AmbientTalk programming paradigm is that it can incorporate network failures in its programming model [21]. Meanwhile, AmbientTalk employs a purely event-driven concurrency framework based on actors. In AmbientTalk, actor executions can be concurrent, with asynchronous actor method invocations, thus AmbientTalk is very suitable for high dynamism networks. Also, AmbientTalk combines the Java virtual machine (JVM) as a platform, so it is easy for AmbientTalk programs to use Java libraries. However, AmbientTalk is a completely new language, which means that programmers have to spend a long time to become familiar with it before using it to develop applications for vehicular social network systems. Furthermore, AmbientTalk does not provide implemented application services, so the developing efficiency by AmbientTalk is low. S-Aframe makes use of the mechanism of AmbientTalk symbiotic programming with Java, and integrates generic services in its framework, thus S-Aframe supports programmers easily and effectively develop applications for vehicular social network systems by using Java.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented S-Aframe, a semantic based multi-agent framework for vehicular social networks. By integrating software agent and semantic techniques, as well as multi-layers framework, S-Aframe provides a high level software platform to developers of vehicular social network systems. Meanwhile, S-Aframe combined with multipath transmission technique provides an efficient strategy for multimedia transmission. Based on S-Aframe, a demonstration application used in vehicular social networks was designed and implemented. S-Aframe hides the complexity of handling different connectivity status, varying services requirements and diverse devices in vehicular social networks, as well as with extensibility support. Thus it simplifies the development of applications for vehicular social network systems. Meanwhile, S-Aframe provides a multi-layer architecture, integrates with semantic technique, and supports cooperation among multiple owner applications with
multiple agents working at the same time. Thus applications can be more autonomous and adaptive to dynamically changing environments. Moreover, S-Aframe provides sufficient framework services for supporting application developers using the Java programming language with standard API format to develop applications. Consequently, S-Aframe improves efficiency and effectiveness of application development of vehicular social networks systems.

Further work of developing S-Aframe can be considered in many aspects. For example, security and privacy are important considerations in mobile social networks. We plan to use two strategies to address security issues. One is the identification of the ID names when a new mobile node wants to access the vehicular social network system. The other strategy is the dynamic services security identification. By integrating some techniques, such as semantic and data mining, S-Aframe can authorize only specific applications services to each mobile node according to its identity (or some other parameters). When a user releases a mobile agent, it can only use the authorized application services. S-Aframe can also analyze the activity of each mobile agent, then based on the mobile agent’s activity history and its owner’s identity, to decide whether the mobile agent is secure or not.

Also, since the framework service layer of S-Aframe is implemented by AmbientTalk, the layers below application layer are transparent. However, the relay selection for multimedia transmission is usually below the application layer. For instance, some research uses channel condition as measurement to find the best relay for source node [29]. One available solution is that we redevelop the lower layers of AmbientTalk, so as to extend the network status service to these layers and attain some useful parameters from them, such as the signal strength between the nodes. Meanwhile, we can compare the different network status obtained at different time and choose the relays that their network performance is most stable. In addition, when the relay nodes are disconnected with vehicular social network, the source node or destination node must select new relay node as soon as possible to prevent packet losses. In order to limit the data loss caused by relay failure to the minimum extent, we can use some redundant transmission schemes that send multiple copies using different relay nodes.
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